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Modal verbs are given another names which is auxiliary verbs and they play an 

important role in making sentences using verbs for expressing opinions and attitudes 

to the concepts. So they illustrate permission, necessity, duty request, obligation and 

capability. They can give more meaning to the sentences and express clarity of the 

verbs. Modal verbs are can, could, may ,might, must, have to, need and ought to . Also it 

may be called with the name that is helping words .The primary reason is they aid to 

express what is mentioning by the main verb . In most cases, learners face up the 

problems  which related to using auxiliary verbs in sentences because which modals 

are appropriate for their speech or writings parts . Furthermore, most of the learners 

of foreign language say that modal verbs have too many functions and they tend to  get 

confused how to select the most suitable one and in that case learning modal verbs 

with sentences help a lot in order to differentiate how to choose them. 

Modal verbs are defective verbs simply because they do not have another similar 

form of them .Also, can and may have past forms like can-could , may –might  .However 

, it is shown only present forms of need ,must and ought to . Modal verbs are used 

without to form .One of the most variation between them they can not be conjugated 

by the person because they are the same form . For example : She may buy useful items 

or I may buy it does not require adding any suffix or prefix before or after the modal 

verb. 

Their structure is like that Subject + Modal verb +Main verb. 

In the formula of the Auxilary verb it is described modal verb and main verb 

without any additions . 

We will explain the modal verbs through specific sentences. 

Expressing ability can shows the ability or skill in the present and future time . 

- Bob can play the piano .(clarifying the ability of the person by the musical 

instrument) 

- I can meet you at  Ted’s house tomorrow afternoon. 

- “Maybe I can help you “ said Michael . (The Godfather p.22) 

- Did you talk to him ?  “ You can arrange everything Trust me” (The Godfather 

p.47) 

- Max looked at the mirror . “That’s all I can do for him “. (Cinderella Man p.58) 

The negative form is can not and it shows the action which can not be done by 

the person . 

- I can not sleep well . (The situation how the person is doing the action or not so 

that is used can not instead of can .) 

- But you must go and see Mr Bingley when he comes . “ I can not promise to do so 

“ (Pride and Prejudice p. 2) 

There are also another forms of can in the past and in the future such as could 

and to be able to . Could expresses he ability in the previous years and only comes this 

shape in the past tenses . 
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- We had a lovely room so we could see the garden through the window. 

- Jane in order that she could write .(Pride and Prejudice p.5) 

Showing permission and possibility . May and might express the possibility in the 

present and future time and they show the same meaning too. The examples can 

clarify these modal verbs . In addition to , it shows the permission . 

- The weather is changing .     It may rain soon . (possibility) 

- May I go out?       Yes you may (permission) 

- She might know the answer of the question. 

- I can’t find my bag .   You might have left in the shop. 

- Were there any girls waiting outside after the fight “ Maybe” said Jim with a 

smile . (Cinderella Man p.5) 

Illustrating the obligation and necessity .In that case have/has to and must is 

crucial for using .There is a difference between the have to has to because has to is for 

the pronouns like he ,she, it  .Must  frequently identifies duty rather than other 

functions . Sometime must is utilized for strong possibility. 

- I have to go up to the hospital once a week . (strong obligation) 

- I have not spoken with my close neighbor . I must meet with her again . (duty ) 

- Solozzo thought for a moment and ,then said : “I have to go to the there “ Is that 

ok?   (Godfather p.33) 

- You have to trust that the government will solve things in the end. ( Cinderella 

Man  p.22) 

- He knew this must be Mike . (strong possibility and this is higher the auxiliary 

verb which is may) 

- But consider your daughters .  “You must go ,because it will be impossible for us 

to visit him if you do not “ (Jane Eyre p 2) 

Suggestions and advice. In this term the modla verb which should is necessary so 

should shows recommendations or criticizing someone's action. We also use should to 

talk about what is likely to happen in the future apart from these it appropriate for 

formal sentences. Ought to is similar to the modal verb should. However, it is less 

common in sentences. Instead of ought to should is mostly used by the writers or 

authors best-known books. Should is more common in negative and question types in 

comparison with ought to 

- I have a headache .You should go to the dentist .(advice) 

-  I have a flu .You shoul not drink a cold water .(criticizing) 

- The rest of the evening was spent discussing how soon Mr 

-Bingley would return Mr Bennet's visit, and deciding when they should  ask him 

to dinner. (Pride and Prejudice p.5) 

-  I should not be surprised,' said Darcy,'if he were to give it up, if he found 

another property that suited him.' (Pride and Prejudice p.52) 

- Applications should be ready for the meeting .(Formal sentence) 

-Miss Bennet,' she continued in an angry voice, 'you ought to 
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know that I will not be treated without proper regard for my 

position. (Pride and Prejudice p.115) 

 

Another type of giving suggestion is had better. It is nearly the same to the 

should.  However, it warns the coming bad consequences. If the advice is not taken by 

the person it implies a bad result. The shortened version is 'd better is for informal 

sentences . So this is a strong expression. It can give the strong recommendation. 

- No, my dear, you had better go on horseback, because it  seems likely to rain and 

then you must stay all night.' (Pride and Prejudice p.12) 

- The lesson will start in 5 minutes. We had better hurry . 

Expressing necessity and the person wants something so much or own something 

the modal verb need is used . Need is modla verb and the main verb too. 

-  Babies need constant care .(Main verb) 

- Most people need to feel loved.(Modal verb) 

-  "I need nine men " he said .(Godfather p.10) 

- " You need to stand for a few minutes Rosy said "Mae . (Godfather p.18) 

In conclusion learning modal verbs help to identify their variations and these 

sentences can be the best examples for making sentences through the auxiliary verbs 

.Also, these modals can express verbs with clarification and .This current study 

achieved to explore The Modal verbs and its types .So knowing how to utilize the 

modal verbs in sentences can be the best way for using them correctly in both writing 

tasks and speaking parts.Each modal verb is used for slightly different reasons and 

learners gather information what kind of sentences they are being utilized .It plays the 

pivotal role for improving communication skills with students in EFL classrooms . 
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